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A B S T R A C T

The present study aims to minimize the weight of multi-laminate aerospace structures by a classical Genetic
Algorithm (GA) interfaced with a CAE solver. The structural weight minimization is a multi-objective optimi-
zation problem subjected to fulfilling of strength and stiffness design requirements as well. The desired fitness
function connects the multi-objective design requirements to form a single-objective function by using carefully
chosen scaling factors and a weight vector to get a near optimal solution. The scaling factors normalize and the
weight vector prioritizes the objective functions. The weight vector selection was based on a posteriori articu-
lation, after obtaining a series of Pareto fronts by 3D hull plot of strength, stiffness and assembly weight data
points. During the optimization, the algorithm does an intelligent laminate selection based on static strength and
alters the ply orientations and thickness of laminae for faster convergence. The study further brings out the
influence of mutation percentage on convergence. The optimization procedure on a transport aircraft wing
torsion box has showed 29% weight reduction compared to an initial quasi-isotropic laminated structure and
54% with respect to the metallic structure.

1. Introduction

The aerospace structures like wing, fuselage, control surfaces, etc.
are multi-laminated complex structural assemblies. The weight opti-
mization of such structures is quite complex task as the design of such
structures has to qualify for multiple design criteria. Thus, it is a multi-
objective design optimization problem. Moreover, the estimation of
design-values of different criteria for such structural problems by closed
form solutions is not available. Therefore, the designer has to obtain
approximate solutions. The finite element (FE) approximations using
softwares like ABAQUS, NASTRAN, etc. are very popular due to their
ease and therefore, widely used by designers. To reach optimal solution
in multi-objective optimization problem (MOOP), multiple solutions by
CAE solver are required in an unguided search environment, which may
be highly time taking and inefficient. On the contrast, multi-objective
optimization of mathematical problems using GA is well established.
Now-a-days along with high speed computational facilities and struc-
tured FE meshes, numerical solutions have brought down computa-
tional time drastically. Therefore, in a step forward, if the power of
evolutionary algorithms is coupled with CAE softwares, then smart
tailoring of laminated aerospace structural assemblies can be accom-
plished. The resulting structural assemblies will be highly optimized

lightweight in compliance with structural design requirements.
However, as these design requirements are multi-objective in nature, it
is difficult to establish trade-off to have an optimal solution. Moreover,
in multi-laminated structures the strength and stiffness of assembled/
co-cured structure are interdependent, hence, it is required to address
such problems on a global basis. The Carbon Fibre Composites (CFC)
lamina is highly anisotropic in strength and stiffness, which, in general,
is used to form such tailored laminated structures.

In the present work, GA based optimization algorithm has been
developed to optimize multi-objective multi-laminate wing structure,
which can be applied to design other primary and secondary aircraft
structures as well. The GA optimization idea has been well utilized by
the authors for small single objective optimization problem of a control
surface, where a laminated control surface was optimized for first ply
failure index FI( ) and achieved a weight benefit [1]. However, the real
life problems are multi-objective in nature and one such problem for
optimal design of wing structure for achieving minimum weight is
addressed here. Deb [2] suggested mathematical expression for hand-
ling of MOOP, where a suitable single-objective function Z can be de-
fined as a combination of several single objective functions fi along with
respective relative importance factors (weight factors) wi as,

= + + + … +Maximize Minimize Z w f w f w f w f/ . i i1 1 2 2 3 3 (1)
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The solution to MOOP is obtained as Pareto optimal front of non-
dominated solutions. However, deviating from Pareto front is trading
off [3], where the decision maker imposes the preferences and classifies
the objectivity of the problem which is governed by the choice of wi.

The majority of researchers working on GA based design and opti-
mization of laminate stacking sequence have attempted single objective
laminate optimization, under different kind of loads and failure criteria
[4–7]. However, researchers [8–10] have attempted multi-objective
optimization of hybrid laminated plate structures along with FE solu-
tion to evaluate the fitness function. In aerospace domain, weight op-
timization along with deflection and fundamental frequency of lami-
nated plate structures has been discussed in [11,12], respectively. Kim
et al. [13] attempted multi-objective and multi-disciplinary design
optimization of a supersonic fighter wing. Their study was based only
on limited sets of design variables under aerodynamic and structural
requirements. On similar lines, direct multi-search technique was used
in [14] to get Pareto optimal of non-dominated set which is free of
derivatives similar to GA. Gillet et al. [15] studied single and MOOP of
composite structures for glass/epoxy UD and glass/epoxy fabric com-
posite along with fibre orientations for a laminated plate under dif-
ferent loads and boundary conditions. They emphasised on ply or-
ientation to be an important parameter during optimization. Hybrid
laminated plate optimization was attempted by Kalantri [9] using
NSGA II [16].

Blasques et al. [17] discussed MOOP for beams with rectangular,
elliptical and box cross-sections. They did weight optimization along
with eigenvalue of the structure by change in fibre angle in beam sec-
tion [17]. This technique brought in nearly 800 fibre orientations as
design variables for a beam problem with a 10 layered laminate. The
implementation of this technique to multi-laminate optimization will
result in a huge problem, which is practically impossible to handle.
Although, there are many attempts in GA optimization using FE tools,
but studies are primarily limited to plate and shell structures only. The
GA based multi-objective optimization has been attempted in other
engineering fields also by [18,19] for laminated structures. Apart from
GA, ant-colony optimization [20] and artificial neural network [21,22]
techniques are also available for optimizing single objective laminated
plate structures.

In the present work, authors have attempted application of GA op-
timization for large aerospace structures like wing and fuselage, which
is less explored for multi-objective optimization on assembly basis. This
is done by demonstrating it over a transport aircraft wing torsion box
(WTB) design. The implementation of multi-objective multi-laminate
optimization for large complex structural assemblies like aircraft wing/
fuselage has a lot of scope for weight reduction for future aircraft
structures. The present industrial practice for design of stacking se-
quence uses pseudo-optimization, in which specific sets/combination of
ply orientation are used to design the structure. The pseudo-optimal
design sets are based on past aircraft design experiences, rather than
domain search for optimal solution.

The formation of strings for GA based optimization using in-
dustrially preferred choice of fibre angles and solving it for failure
criterion viz. Tsai-Wu first ply failure index FI( ) (strength criterion) and
wing tip deflection (stiffness criterion) D, is attempted in the present
work. Such multi-objective multi-laminate problems have large number
of design variables which are brought to a common platform. To start
with optimization procedure, the initial metallic model was converted
to an equivalent quasi-isotropic laminated structure after performing
equivalent stiffness calculations having equal oriented fibres at 45°. The
quasi-isotropic laminated FE model was a starting model, which is
submitted to GA optimizer. The GA optimizer strings were defined to
contain information about ply orientation and existence of a ply in
terms of thickness. To delete a ply from the laminate, the thickness
variable is assigned a dummy (near zero) thickness value during opti-
mization after evaluation of laminate by analytical experiments. The
orientation and thickness of laminates of initial sized model were

defined in ABAQUS/CAE v6.11 Laminate-Modeler (LM). The LM was
externally governed by MATLAB R2014a by a python-script and up-
dated laminates are submitted for FE analysis for the estimation of
design parameters to evaluate fitness function of the optimizer. The
fitness function defined for GA optimizer was a weighted combination
of structural weight, Tsai-Wu FI and wing tip deflection D after nor-
malization.

Apart from the scaling, weight vector wi was a part of objective
function to prioritize the importance of the constraints during optimi-
zation. The weights wi were essentially the fractional numbers such that
∑ == w 1i

N
i1 , where N is the number of objective functions in the final

multi-objective function. During optimization the laminate with max-
imum FI MFI( ) is identified at the end of each sub-loop, which guides
the solution to optimize the identified laminate in its next iteration.

In the following sections, the basis for metallic wing torsion box
design and its subsequent conversion into a quasi-isotropic laminated
composite structure followed by the above mentioned optimization
have been presented in details.

2. Design of WTB

The DLR-F6 geometry [23] given in Fig. 1 was selected to demonstrate
the present optimization procedure. The selected geometry was a scaled
version of typical transport aircraft DC-9. The DLR-F6 geometry details are
available from AIAA Drag Prediction Workshop (DPW-III) [23,24]. The lift
distribution acting on wing geometry was estimated through CFD simu-
lations in ANSYS FLUENT 14.5 after a grid convergence study using ICEM-
CFD software [25]. The pressure distributions obtained from the CFD si-
mulations are applied as chordwise segmental pressure load over the wing
geometry. The performance parameters of DC-9 aircraft by Endres and
Douglous [26] are given in Table 1. The maximum take-off weight of 54.9
tons (including a design factor) was considered as a design load for the
present study. The initial sizing [27] for WTB was done considering high
strength aluminium alloy of aircraft grade having breaking stress

=σ MPa( ) 410 ,b (yield stress) = =σ MPa E GPa294 , and 69s for maximum
take-off weight of the vehicle and maximum D restricted to 10% of wing
span [28] at design load. The details of initial sizing can be seen in [27].

Fig. 1. DLR F6 wing/body planform.

Table 1
Basic data of DC-9 aircraft [26].

Length 40.72m

Span 28.47m
Wing semi-span 9.7m
Width of Torsion Box 1.4m
Height 8.53m
Wing Area 92.97m2

Max take-off weight 54,900 kg
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3. Conversion of WTB from metallic to a composite structure

A laminate is called quasi-isotropic when its extensional stiffness
matrix behaves like an isotropic material. In case of classical laminates,
this requires that = = =A A A A, 011 22 16 26 and = −A A A

66 2
11 12 . Further,

this extensional stiffness matrix is dependent on orientation of layers in
the laminate. Laminates with ⩾N ( 3) equal thickness layers and N equal
angles between adjacent fibre orientations form the quasi-isotropic la-
minates. The N equal angles △θ between the fibre orientations can be
given as △ =θ π

N [29]. The reduced compliance matrix S[ ] for the la-
mina in principal material directions using mechanical properties is
given by
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where, E E G ν, , ,1 2 12 12 and ν21 are Young’s moduli, shear moduli and
Poisson’s ratios in principal material directions, respectively.

Based on the compliance matrix S[ ], the reduced stiffness matrix Q[ ]
in principal material directions is given as

= −Q S[ ] [ ] 1 (3)

The matrices T θ[ ( )]1 and T θ[ ( )]2 are transformation matrices and are
given as
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where, m, n are cosθ and sinθ, respectively.
Now, based on transformation matrices T θ[ ( )]1 and T θ[ ( )]2 , the

transformed stiffness matrix Q θ[ ( )] for lamina oriented at an angle θ
with respect to global coordinate system can be written as,

= −Q θ T θ Q T θ[ ( )] [ ( )] [ ][ ( )]1
1

2 (5)

In terms of lamina thickness and Q θ[ ( )], the extensional stiffness
matrix A[ ] for laminate is,

∑= −
=

−A
h

Q θ t t[ ] 1 [ ( )]( )
k

n

k k k
1

1
(6)

where, tk and −tk 1 are the kth lamina top and bottom co-ordinates from
the mid-plane and h is the total thickness of laminate. Now, the com-
pliance matrix S[ ]laminate of a laminate is defined as (see Herakovich
[30]),

= −S A[ ] [ ]laminate
1 (7)

Using Eq. (7) and mechanical properties in Table 2, quasi-isotropic
laminate mechanical properties of laminates were calculated. The
percentage difference in elastic modulus and shear modulus of quasi-
isotropic laminates are of the order of 20%. Therefore, metallic material
is replaced by 1.2 times of CFC material with △ = °θ 45 as preferred
industrial choice for ply orientations in multiples of 4. The structural
design details obtained as an initial size [27] of laminates formed after
changing material are shown in Table 3. Thus, for example, the stiffener
laminate will have = 9614.4

0.15 number of layers of 0.15mm thickness

each. Likewise, spar flange, spar web and stiffeners will have 120, 72
and 84 layers, respectively.

4. GA optimization

In this section various aspects of GA optimization followed by Tsai-
Wu first ply failure criterion used are discussed.

4.1. String (chromosomes) and design variables

The string of GA optimization contains information about the or-
ientations and thickness (i.e., dummy or real ply) of each ply. A 12-
layer symmetric laminate along with its equivalent string is depicted in
Fig. 2. The length of any such unsymmetric laminate string is two times
the number of plies in a laminate. To reduce the number of variables in
the problem, the individual laminate is considered to be symmetric
laminate in present problem as well as they are mirror images in sets of
top/bottom and front/rear laminates for structural members of the
WTB. For example, in this arrangement the top panel and bottom panel
laminates are symmetric laminates on individual basis and also they are
mirror images of each other as shown in sectional view of the wing
along the span (see Fig. 3a). In this arrangement, even with the deletion
of plies during automated optimization procedure the symmetry, taper
and smoothness of top surface is maintained. The users can have se-
parate laminates with independent sets of strings (with double length)
without making replica of laminates for better optimized outcome.
However, it will increase the computational time.

The strings for the optimization problem comprise of set of ply or-
ientation and thickness. The orientation angle ci can take 0°,± 45° and
90° and thickness THi can have either 0 or 1 value, where 0 value is
equivalent to 0.001mm thickness and 1 value is equivalent to 0.15mm
thickness of the ply. The 0.001mm value for thickness is equivalent to
absence of a particular ply in the laminate. Such a layer is termed as
dummy layer. Since, a zero thickness can not be assigned in a numerical
analysis; therefore, a small thickness is given to the lamina.

It is to be noted that the industry preferred designs mostly contain
symmetric laminates. Therefore, in the present problem the laminates
are made symmetric. This reduces the number of design variables in a
laminate by a factor of half. For each ply there are 4 possibilities of ply
orientations c( )i and two possibilities of ply thickness TH( )i as men-
tioned above. Thus, there are [48 * 48 ]4 2 number of laminate design
possibilities for the panel. The same is elucidated in Fig. 2 in terms of
bits used in strings of GA. In a similar way, the number of laminate
design possibilities for flange spar, flange web and stiffeners are cal-
culated. Thus, the problem size with feasible design variables will be
[48 * 48 ] * [60 * 60 ] * [36 * 36 ] * [42 * 42 ]4 2 4 2 4 2 4 2 , i.e., 1.6e47 possible out-
comes. This indicates a huge search domain for GA to work upon.

The algorithm developed for the current optimization problem is
based on Elitist native search of non-dominated strings only as FE

Table 3
Initial size of Metallic and Laminated WTB.

Element Metallic Structure
(mm)

Laminated Structure
(mm)

No. of
Layers

Top/Bottom panel
thickness

12 to 3 tapering 14.4 to 3.6 96

Width of torsion box
at root

1670 1670

Mean height 314.0 314.0
Rib pitch 360.0 360.0
Spar flange thickness 15.0 18.0 120
Spar web thickness 9.0 10.8 72
Rib thickness 2.0 2.4
Stiffeners (11 Nos.)

thickness
10.5 12.6 84

Stiffener pitch 105 105

Table 2
Lamina properties IM7 [31].

Thickness 0.15mm

E1 163 GPa
E2 12 GPa
G12 6.3 GPa
ν12 0.3
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solution the problem takes 99% of computational time. Also once the
string is submitted to FE solver, all three design objectives are si-
multaneously evaluated. Therefore, complexities discussed in [16] have
minimal influence on total solution time. Based on the technique dis-
cussed in [9], the search efficiency of present problem may marginally
improve for the solution time and search of optimal solution. However,
this possibility can be explored as future scope to the current study.

4.2. Material axes

The material axis M along with its normal direction N, for different
laminates is shown in Fig. 3b. In this study, we have preferably assigned
the material axis in the direction of elastic axis so that the bending load
directly gets transferred through 0° orientated plies. Therefore, the
material axes for panels, spar-webs and spar-flanges are along the wing
elastic axis but material axis for ribs and stiffeners is set along the
global z-direction.

4.3. Finite element model of CFC wing for GA optimization

The model obtained after initial sizing has been used for the de-
monstration of the proposed GA optimization procedure. The FE model
has been developed in ABAQUS/CAE with 5689 number of S4 4-noded

doubly curved general purpose shell elements and 39 numbers of S3 3-
noded general purpose shell elements. The elements used are finite
strain shell elements with reduced integration scheme. The elements
have displacements and rotational degrees of freedom and are well
suited for modeling 3D structures for static as well as dynamic analyses.
The shell section integrated during the analysis allows the cross-sec-
tional behaviour to be calculated by numerical integration through the
shell thickness. Thus, it provides complete generality in material
modeling. Therefore, the section definition requires shell thickness,
material and orientation of each layer. The element also allows trans-
verse shear deformation, which is computed by matching the shear
response of the shell to that of a three-dimensional solid for the case of
bending about one axis. For composite shells, the transverse shear
stiffness is defined as

= = =K G t K G t K5
6

* * , 5
6

* * , 0ts ts ts
11 13 22 23 12 (8)

where, Kij
ts are the shell section transverse stiffnesses, G13 and G23 are

shear moduli in out of plane directions. The number 5
6
is shear correc-

tion factor used for matching transverse shear energy in pure bending
[32]. The mesh generated using S4 and S3 ABAQUS/CAE elements was
a representative global wing mesh. The meshed model is analysed using
ABAQUS/CAE on a 6 core CPU, 16 GB RAM mid-range workstation. The

Fig. 2. Chromosomes representing equivalent laminates.
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Fig. 3. Ply arrangement (a) Top and bottom panel laminae arrangement (b) Material axis and normal direction.
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laminates shown in Fig. 2 are defined in ABAQUS/CAE Laminate-
Modeller (LM), where the ply orientation and thickness values are as-
signed. The boundary condition to FE model is defined as in-plane DOF
constraints to panel nodes and all DOF translation constraint for spar
web nodes at root.

The ply orientation ci and thicknessTHi defined in LM are externally
accessible in MATLAB by python-script. To generate such scripts, users
have to start recording session of ABAQUS/CAE. During recording
session, the commands given in GUI gets recorded to the python-script,
within recording session if user alters design variable value, it also gets
recorded to python-script file. The recorded python-script can be later
linked to interactively update the design variable(s). For present pro-
blem the design variables are ply orientation ci and lamina thickness
THi. A representative python-script used for interface of panel optimi-
zation is given in Table 4. During optimization, the MATLAB based GA
optimizer generates strings and updates the script file. The updated
script file submits the FE problem to the solver with updated values of
design variables for the evaluation of fitness function. On completion of
the FE solution, the output of the ABAQUS/CAE is written to a ABAQUS
report file, which is read by MATLAB algorithm to evaluate fitness
function to guide the optimization procedure. The working of the py-
thon script is depicted in Fig. 4.

4.4. Fitness function

The fitness function Z for the present multi-objective multi-laminate
wing optimization is expressed as

= + +Z f w f w f wMinimize ( ) * * *1 1 2 2 3 3 (9)

Subjected to design requirements

= − ⩾
= <
= − ⩾
= <
=

f FI s FI
f FI
f D D s D D
f D D
f T s

( 1.0) * when 0
0 if 0
( ) * when
0 when

*

fi

a def a

a

w tw

1

1

2

2

3

where, FI is Tsai-Wu first ply FI, D is wing tip deflection, Da is maximum
allowed wing tip deflection, Tw is total weight of structure and s s,fi def
and stw are scaling factors over FI D, and Tw, respectively. The design
criterion f1 is for the static strength penalty. The structure is considered
safe when the value of FI is less than 1. However, when FI is more than
one, the structure is unsafe and therefore, f1 imposes a penalty over the
fitness function. The definition of f1 is such that, the FI has to be within
design allowable limits. However, it should be noted that the mini-
mization of FI value is not required. Similarly, the design criterion f2 is

Table 4
Interface python-script for panel OPTIMIZER.

import section # import ABAQUS environment
execfile(‘…/inputP.py’) # import parametric values from another

script written by MATLAB while optimization
p1 =mdb.models[‘Job-1’].parts[‘PART-1’] # read job in CAE file
plySystem1 =mdb.models[‘Job-1’].parts[‘PART-1’].datums[45] # read lamination details
…
plySystem48 =mdb.models[‘Job-1’].parts[‘PART-1’].datums[45] # read lamination details
p =mdb.models[‘Job-1’].parts[‘PART-1’] # read laminate element set
region1=p.sets[‘SEG1C-1’] # read region 1 details
…
region48= p.sets[‘SEG1C-1’] # read region 48 details
compositeLayup =mdb.models[‘Job-1’].parts[‘PART-1’]. … # define layup
compositeLayups[‘SEG1C’]compositeLayup.orientation.setValues …
(additionalRotationType=ROTATIONNONE, angle=0.0) …
compositeLayup.CompositePly(suppressed= False, …
plyName=‘PLY-1’, region= region1,
material=‘IM-7’, thicknessType=SPECIFYTHICKNESS, thickness=TH1, … # update thickness variable TH1
orientationType=CSYS, orientation= plySystem1, axis=AXIS3, …
angle= c1, additionalRotationField=‘’, additionalRotationType=…) # update angle variable c1
ROTATIONANGLE, numIntPoints= 3
…
compositeLayup =mdb.models[‘Job-1’].parts[‘PART-1’]. …
compositeLayups[‘SEG1C’]compositeLayup.orientation.setValues …
(additionalRotationType=ROTATIONNONE, angle=0.0) …
compositeLayup.CompositePly(suppressed= False, …
plyName=‘PLY-1’, region= region1,
material=‘IM-7’, thicknessType=SPECIFYTHICKNESS, thickness=TH48, … # update thickness variable TH48
orientationType=CSYS, orientation= plySystem1, axis=AXIS3, …
angle= c48, additionalRotationField=‘’, additionalRotationType=…) # update angle variable c48
ROTATIONANGLE, numIntPoints= 3
a =mdb.models[‘Job-1’].rootAssembly
mdb.jobs[‘LAMINATED’].submit(consistencyChecking=OFF) # submission to solver
mdb.jobs[‘LAMINATED’].waitForCompletion() # wait for completion
o3 = session.openOdb(‘name=…/LAMINATED.odb’) # start result session
odb = session.odbs[‘…/LAMINATED.odb’] # open result file
session.fieldReportOptions.setValues(printXYData =OFF, printTotal =OFF) # setting of report format
session.writeFieldReport(fileName=‘D:/…/abq-report.txt’, append=OFF, # write report file
sortItem=‘Node Label’, odb=odb, step=0, frame=1, outputPosition=NODAL, …
variable=((‘U’, NODAL, ((INVARIANT, ‘Magnitude’),)), (‘SDV1’, …
INTEGRATIONPOINT),))
mdb.save(), sys.exit() # save and exit

Python Script ABAQUS ABAQUS REPORTMATLAB GA Search

UMAT

Fig. 4. Data flow during optimization.
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for stiffness penalty. The f2 function imposes penalty over the fitness
function when D exceeds allowable value. In a similar way, f2 also need
not to be minimized but its value should be within specified design
limits. The f3 function is directly the weight of assembly which has to be
minimized. These requirements are connected in the form of a fitness
function given in Eq. (9). It is noteworthy that during optimization
when FI and D are within design limits, the fitness function remains as a
pure function of assembly weight. However, when there is deviation of
FI and D from allowable design values, the functions f1 and f2 impose
penalties over the fitness function Z. Therefore, the function does not
remain minimal. This approach is termed as penalty approach and was
used by Srinivas and Deb [33] and Ball et al. [34] in different forms.

The objective functions have different maximum allowable values.
Thus, when they are used to form a fitness function they must be
brought to a common level. Therefore, these functions are scaled. The
scaling factors normalizes the design variables [35] in fitness function,
which can be decided based on nominal values of design variables as
given in the following equation.

= −
−

s x max x min x
max x min x

( ) .( ) .( )
.( ) .( )i

i i

c c (10)

To evaluate the scaling factors, designer can choose one of the de-
sign variable x( )c as base variable and do the normalization of other
variables. For present problem, scaling factors sfi and sdef are calculated
as 690 and 0.74, respectively on the basis of initial weight, Tw, of the
structure. The influence of scaling factor has been brought out in
Section 5.2. Apart from the scaling factors, weights wi are incorporated
in Eq. (9) to prioritize the importance of design variables. A systematic
approach for the weight w( )i selection is also discussed in Section 5.2.

4.5. GA operations

As the solution sequence proceeds, the strings exchange their bits in
pieces to form new strings by doing crossover operations. The strings
also participate in mutation to bring in new strings. However, crossover
and mutations are within a certain set of guidelines to maintain con-
sistency in strings. The following operations are part of the proposed
GA process.

(a) The strings undergo bi-level crossover, in which exchange occurs
simultaneously at two positions of the strings as shown in Fig. 5a.
The bi-level crossover is defined to exchange string portion within
the orientation/thickness domain(s). This brings in variety in terms
of orientations and thicknesses simultaneously.

(b) Depending upon the value of FI, the mutation operator converts real
plies to dummy plies for X% (mutation percentage) of plies and
vice-a-versa.

(c) A X% mutation is also applicable to ci, which brings in new strings
in search domain as shown in Fig. 5b.

(d) Algorithm decides crossover and mutation sites by a random
number generator.

4.6. Process flow

The classical GA optimization procedure for the present problem is
based on generation of new strings by crossover and mutation. A de-
tailed insight of GA operations is given in Fig. 6. Here, it can be seen
that for generation of a mating pool, sorting of strings was done based
on their fitness values. After sorting bottom half (poor quality) of the
strings are rejected and replaced by new one after probabilistic (roul-
ette wheel) selection [36]. Again, new strings are evaluated on FE
solver for fitness value. The process flow of optimization algorithm is
given in Fig. 7, in which the optimizer starts with a set of strings ob-
tained after conversion of the structure from metallic to a quasi-iso-
tropic laminate. The model with the assigned set of strings is evaluated
for fitness value. As one of the function OPTIMIZER is called for the first
time, the optimizer generates n random initial population string set, on
which crossover and mutation are performed for searching an optimal
set of string. After the end of GA operations, the population is evaluated
for fitness value of each string based on Eq. (9). Now, solution goes to
sub-loop MR-LOOP. Here, n/2 string sets with better fitness values are
cloned and remaining n/2 string sets are replaced by new strings, which
come from the first half parents after GA operations. When the OPTI-
MIZER is called for the subsequent time, it uses the sets of strings
available from previously stored results as an initial population.

At the end of OPTIMIZER sub-loop, the results of FE solution are
read by the algorithm to identify the laminate with MFI. The identified
laminate is selected as next OPTIMIZER sub-loop for the process. Here,
this methodology is termed as laminate selection strategy (LSS). The
procedure is iterative in nature; therefore, at the end of every
OPTIMIZER sub-loop, the laminate is identified for next step. The pro-
cess is depicted in the algorithm of Table 5. The LSS breaks the se-
quential flow of algorithm to bring down computational time.

4.7. Failure criterion

The quadratic failure criterion was preferred for better approxima-
tion of the failures from strength aspect. The Tsai-Wu failure criterion
[30] [37] given in Eq. (11) is used in the present study.
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− ⎞
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− − −FI σ
X X

σ
Y Y

σ
X X

σ
Y Y

σ
S

1 1 1 1
* *t c t c t c t c

1 2
1
2

2
2

12
2

2 (11)

where, X Y, are the lamina strengths in x and y-directions, S is shear

Fig. 5. GA operators (a) Bi-Level crossover (b) Mutation.
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strength in xy-plane, respectively. The subscripts t and c denote tensile
and compressive nature, respectively. The Tsai-Wu failure criterion is
not directly available in ABAQUS/CAE; therefore, the failure criterion is
defined for ABAQUS using UMAT and is given in Table 6.

Apart from the strength criterion, stiffness criterion as 10% of D is
important for the wing design. To obtain a minimal weight for the
optimized wing design, a satisfactory fulfilment of both strength and
stiffness criteria is required, which is designed in the algorithm by Eq.
(9).

5. Results and discussion

This section highlights the effect of conversion of real plies to
dummy plies (0.001mm thickness) within the laminates as discussed in
Section 4.1 and results of GA optimization along with selection of
weight factors, wi. It also brings out the influence of scaling factor on
solution convergence. Further, this section presents a comparison be-
tween behaviour of GA optimized FE model (which may include
dummy plies) and a FE model developed using a laminate obtained
from GA optimized solution with the dummy plies removed. The FE

n
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Yes

Yes

No

n/2

n/2

n/2 n

IF CY=1

No

Yes

No

No

No

STIFFENERS OPTIMIZER
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Selection of n/2 strings
based on Z

FOR R=1:1:REPRODUCE

Strings REPRODUCE and XOVER to
form new n/2 strings based on
fitness value

S      − − −
new

S      FI      D      Z

MATING POOL

FOR L=1:1:MR−LOOP

S      FI      D      Z

S      FI      D      Z
n

n/2 S      FI      D      Z

PANEL OPTIMIZER

S      FI      D      Z
S     − − −
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END
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IF CY=1 or
P=2

IF CY=1 or
P=1

Yes

CY=CY+1

Determine P

FOR CY=1:1:CYCLES

Submit Quasi Isotropic Model for FE
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(P=1, IF MAXFI is for Panels )
(P=2, IF MAXFI is for Spar Flanges)
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x

n
where,   S FI D Z is 2D array of ’n’ rows, with each row containing information about String, FI, Deflection and Z

n/2

Generation of Random
Initial Population

MUTATION
IF FI >=1.0 change x% ti bits from 0.15 to 0.001
IF FI <  1.0 change x% ti bits from 0.001 to 0.15
Flip Ply−Orientation 0 to 90 and +45 to −45 and vice versa for x% of bits

DEFINE FE MODEL,
DESIGN VARIABLES
FITNESS FUNCTION

Fig. 7. GA Flow Diagram.

Fig. 6. Example showing working of GA operations.
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model obtained is verified for buckling check as well and the final so-
lution is presented with readjusted laminates. Lastly, the effect of mu-
tation percentage on convergence is presented.

5.1. Conversion of real plies to dummy plies within a laminate

To optimize structural weight, conversion of a real layer into a
dummy layer in laminates is required. In an automated process

whenever a ply is deleted the FE model definition is changed. To avoid
this, we have introduced the concept of conversion of real plies to
dummy plies during solution sequence. The introduction of a dummy
ply in the model is studied by analytic experiments of assigning a near
zero thickness value (0.001mm) to plies.

In analytic experiments, three laminates (L1, L2 and L3) have been
considered as given in Table 7. The laminates are of 100× 10mm size
and are subjected to unit loading at one end in normal and longitudinal
directions of the laminate, while other end is rigidly fixed. The laminate
L1 consists of 12 layers and L2 consists of 18 layers with 0.15mm
thickness each. The outer 12 layers in L2 have same orientation except
the middle 6 layers. The laminate L3 consists of 18 layers, with same
orientation as in L2, but middle 6 layers have a thickness of 0.001mm
each. Thus, the laminate L1 and L3 are equivalent in orientations and
thicknesses.

These laminates are then analysed for deflection with FI within the
limit. These values are also reported in Table 7. The deflection outputs
from the analyses for three laminates have been compared. It can be
seen that the deflections of L1 and L3 are comparable with less than
0.5% difference. The close match in results of L1 and L3 laminate in-
dicates that the laminate of 18 layers with 6 layers of near zero ply
thickness is equivalent to 12 layers laminate in overall behaviour as
well. Further, there is no spurious behaviour in FE results with the in-
troduction of 0.001mm thickness plies in the laminate (see Fig. 8).
Therefore, it is possible to do removal of plies in an automated manner
by introducing dummy layers.

Thus, this analytic experiment clearly demonstrates the concept of
conversion of real plies to dummy plies without any loss of overall
behaviour in the model.

5.2. GA optimization

The solution to the optimization problem considered is started with
an initial metallic design where the structural weight was 1100.4 kg.
The metallic structure is converted to an equivalent quasi-isotropic la-
minated structure, with the strength parameters of commercially
available UD carbon pre-pregs of IM7/8552 [31]. This is a high per-
formance tough epoxy matrix system for primary usage in aerospace
structures. The quasi-isotropic laminated structure with the weight of
690 kg was submitted to GA optimizer with solution parameters as
X=10%, n= 16, MR-LOOP=2, REPRODUCE=2, =D 927 mma and
wi as per Table 8. The weight vector selection for optimal results was
based on the series of solutions (a posteriori articulation) with different
wi as given in Table 8. The solution to different cases of wi is submitted
to solver and the resulting values of FI D, and Tw are also given are
Table 8.

In Table 8, the first three cases deal with the weights such that only
one objective function is active with the corresponding weight of 1.
Thus, Case 1 and Case 2 have only strength and stiffness (FI and D)
functions active, respectively. For Case 3, only structural weight (Tw)
function is active. The solutions to Case 1 and Case 2 had pre-matured
termination as algorithm was unable to do selection of strings for

Table 6
UMAT for Tsai-Wu FI evaluation.

TSAIWU(E E Nu Nu G X X Y Y S FI, , , , , , , , , ,t c t c1 2 12 23 12 )
EVALUATION OF TOTAL STRAIN
DO I =1,3; STRAN(I) = STRAN(I) + DSTRAN(I); END DO
CALL LMMSTIFF(PROPS,NPROPS,XLMSTIFF)
CALL MULTI(XLMSTIFF,STRAN,STRESS)
DO I =1,3; DO J =1,3; DDSDDE (I,J) = XLMSTIFF (I,J); END DO; END DO;

RETURN; END
EVALUATION OF STIFFNESS MATRIX
XLMSTIFF(1,1) = −E Nu Nu1/(1.0 *12 21),
XLMSTIFF(1,2) = (Nu E* 212 )/(1.0-Nu Nu*12 21)
XLMSTIFF(2,1) = XLMSTIFF(1,2); XLMSTIFF(2,2) = E2/ −Nu Nu(1.0 * )12 21 ;
XLMSTIFF(3,3)=G12;

EVALUATION OF FAILURE INDEX
FI=STRESS(1,1) * X(1/ )t + X(1/ )c +STRESS(1,2) * ((1/Yt)+( Y1/ c))− (STRESS
(1,1)2/ X X( * )t c )−…

(STRESS(1,2)2/ Y Y( *t c))+ (STRESS(1,3)2/S2)

Table 7
Comparison of FE output for thickness change.

Laminate Laminate Details FI Deflection
(mm)

L1 [0/45/(90) /45/0]S2 12 plies of 0.15mm
each

4.20e-3 23.14mm

L2 [0/45/(90) /45/(0) /45/90]S2 2 18 plies of 0.15mm
each

1.05e-3 15.01mm

L3 [0/45/(90) /45/(0) /45/90]S2 2 12 outer plies of
0.15mm and

4.16e-3 23.05mm

6 central plies of
0.001mm

Table 5
Laminate selection algorithm for optimization.

DO CY=1,CYCLES
P=1 (IF MFI is at PANELS)
P= 2 (IF MFI is at FLANGES)
P= 3 (IF MFI is at WEBS)
P= 4 (IF MFI is at STIFFENERS)
IF P=1 OR CY=1 OR FI<1.0; PANEL OPTIMIZE; UPDATE P;
IF P=2 OR CY=1 OR FI<1.0; FLANGE OPTIMIZE; UPDATE P;
IF P=3 OR CY=1 OR FI<1.0; WEB OPTIMIZE; UPDATE P;
IF P=4 OR CY=1 OR FI<1.0; STIFFENER OPTIMIZE; UPDATE P;
ENDFOR

U, Magnitude

+0.000e+00
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(a)

U, Magnitude
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Fig. 8. Laminate deflection (mm) (a) L1 (b) L2 (c) L3.
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Table 8
Optimized Results with wi choices.

Case No. wi FI Def. (mm) Total Remarks
weight (kg)

1. (1,0,0) 0.94 809 636 Pre-matured run
termination

2. (0,1,0) 0.96 830 690 Pre-matured run
termination

3. (0,0,1) 1.62 1130 467 Design allowable exceeded
4. ( ), ,01

2
1
2

0.87 792 630 No significant weight
reduction

5. ( ),0,1
2

1
2

0.99 999 416 Allowable D exceeded

6. ( )0, ,1
2

1
2

1.08 914 528 Allowable FI exceeded

7. ( ), ,1
3

1
3

1
3

1.00 1015 550 Design allowable exceeded

8. ( ), ,3
8

3
8

2
8

0.99 919 499 Acceptable Solution

9. ( ), ,4
10

4
10

2
10

1.00 924 485 Acceptable Solution

10. ( ), ,5
12

5
12

2
12

0.99 923 476 Acceptable Solution

11. ( ), ,1
2

1
3

1
6

0.99 869 489 Acceptable Solution

12. ( ), ,1
3

1
2

1
6

0.90 818 543 Acceptable Solution

13. ( ), ,1
10

1
10

8
10

1.08 954 489 Design allowable exceeded
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Fig. 9. Convergence plots (a) Case 8, (b) Case 9, (c) Case 10, (d) Case 13.
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crossover. This is because all the strings have same (zero) value of fit-
ness function Z after few iterations. In Case 3, the solution is completed
and there is a weight reduction but at the cost of violation of design
requirements. In this case, the objective function Z becomes purely a
function of Tw and it has no control over the values of FI and Tw.

The next three cases have only two out of three functions given
equal weights of 0.5. For Case 4 only FI and D functions are active, for
Case 5 FI and Tw functions are active and for Case 6 D and Tw are active.
The results show that the Case 4 has no significant weight reduction as
objective function was independent of Tw. In Case 5, allowable D value
is exceeded as optimization is only between FI and Tw, irrespective of D.
This behaviour is like a single-objective optimization problem. The Case
6 also behaved as single objective optimization to optimize with respect
to D at the cost of FI. However, the Case 7, having equal priority for all
the functions, showed design failure. The reason for this behaviour is
that in this case the fitness function failed to understand that it has to
bring down Tw only after maintaining the FI and D values within design
limits. However, it has treated all design requirements with equal
priority as assigned.

Solutions for the Case 8 through Case 12 are acceptable. For these
cases w1 and w2 are higher than w3, which indicates a design-rule over
the fitness function. The design rule for present design is: ‘minimize
weight only when FI and D design variable values are within allowable
design limits’. This indicates that the choices of wi are governed on
design requirements, which can be adjusted by users to their design
choices as a posteriori articulation by weighted sum method [35,38].
Out of the acceptable Cases 8–12, the Case 9, Case 10 and Case 11 are
comparable with minimum Tw, however Case 11 is better over the Case
9 and Case 10 as it has better design margins, therefore the Case 11

weight factors are selected as a design choice. The last case, Case 13 is
equivalent to Case 3, in which design variables got exceeded while
optimization. The convergence plots, data scatter, Pareto front for some
of the important cases of Table 8 are given in Figs. 9, 10 and 11, re-
spectively.

The convex hull plots by MATLAB post-processing of 3D scatter data
are given in Fig. 11. The front obtained by the hull plot is Pareto front of
subject 3D problem, which is formed by joining of the outer points

…P P( . )n1 of feasible solutions cloud. It can be noted that the front ob-
tained is essentially a convex front emerging from the bottom most
point on the plane parallel to FI and D axes. The emerging of Pareto
front from single point confirms the fitness function to be a convex
objective function, therefore this makes it suitable for a posteriori ar-
ticulation.

To study influence of the scaling factors on results, solution has been
submitted with unity value of s s,fi def and stw. By making scaling factors
as unity, the contribution of FI towards fitness function became negli-
gible. Therefore, the convergence plot of Fig. 12 showed that FI design
variable violated allowable design limit as the solution iterates.

The monitoring of solution convergence and laminate weights for
Case 11 are given in Fig. 13. The Fig. 13a shows that Tw design variable
has typical hill-climbing behaviour as desired, which is continuously
reducing from the starting of iterations till the end. Moreover, it can be
seen from Fig. 13a that FI and D are stabilized near to their design
values. After about 880 FE submissions the solution is stabilized and
accepted as an optimal solution. At this stage, the optimized solution
has 201 kg lesser weight as compared to starting quasi-isotropic struc-
ture weight. However, the final weight of the structure may be mar-
ginally higher after buckling check, which is discussed in Section 5.4.

Fig. 10. Data Points in 3D space for (a) Case 8, (b) Case 9, (c) Case 10, (d) Case 11.
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The Fig. 13b shows weight reduction at different laminates during
optimization. The initial weight drop sequence was panel, flange, stif-
fener, flange, web and so on. However, in the next iteration this se-
quence is altered by LSS.

5.3. Verification of optimal solution

In this section the optimized solution given by the optimizer is
modeled again without considering the dummy plies. Its FE analysis is
done and compared with optimized solution. This verification is similar
to the analytic experiment carried out earlier.

The Table 9 shows orientation and thickness of plies for the lami-
nates obtained by employing GA optimization. The subscript 1 to the
orientation indicates presence of a ply of 0.15mm thickness. The sub-
script 0 indicates a dummy ply in the laminate. However, one can see
the subscript 1 for the plies in the rib laminates as they were not part of
optimization. The verification of the outcome of GA optimizer has been
done by manually entering the lamination details (without dummy
plies) of Table 9 to a FE model. The D and FI from the FE solution plots
are given in Fig. 14. The results of comparison of convergence (Fig. 13)
with FE analysis results (Fig. 14) are reported in Table 10. The table
clearly shows that both results are comparable with a maximum dif-
ference of 2% in the FI. However, these small differences are due to
reading of results at centroid of element and Gauss point by optimizer
and FE solution, respectively. Furthermore, it must be noted that the
difference in the overall structural weight was due to the geometric
approximations made for the airfoil curvature.

5.4. Buckling check

The buckling analysis of the optimized model becomes essential at
this stage as almost 28% of plies have been deleted during optimization.
Furthermore, the panels and ribs are thin and their design based on
buckling criterion is also important. However, this has not been im-
plemented explicitly in the present optimization study to keep the level
of complexity at a manageable level.

Here, a separate buckling analysis of the optimized solution has
been carried out. The buckling plots of the initial critical modes are
shown in Fig. 15. The initial buckling mode is on ribs and has an ei-
genvalue of 0.84. It means that the ribs are weak from buckling aspect.

Fig. 11. Pareto front for (a) Case 8, (b) Case 9, (c) Case 10, (d) Case 11.
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Fig. 12. Monitoring of design variables (Case 11) without normalization.
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Fig. 13. Case 11, i.e., =w (0.5,0.3334,0.1667)i (a) Convergence Plot, (b) Weight Optimization.

Table 9
Ply orientation and thickness output by optimizer after optimization for symmetric laminates

Panels: 90 /90 /0 /0 /135 /0 /45 /0 /135 /90 /90 /45 /0 /90 /0 /0 /0 /90 /0 /0 /0 /0 /90 /90

/135 /0 /0 /45 /
1 1 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 0

0 1 1 1
135 /0 /90 /90 /0 /45 /90 /90 /0 /45 /0 /45 /90 /90 /0 /135 /0 /45 /0 /01 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 0

Spar Web: 135 /135 /45 /45 /135 /135 /0 /135 /0 /0 /90 /45 /45 /45 /0 /135 /90 /45 /0 /90 /135 /0

/0 /
1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1

1
135 /90 /0 /135 /90 /45 /90 /90 /135 /135 /45 /135 /01 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 0 1 0

Spar Flange: 0 /45 /90 /90 /90 /90 /135 /45 /90 /90 /90 /45 /90 /135 /0 /90 /0 /135 /0 /90 /0 /45

/90 /0 /90 /
0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1

1 1 1

90 /0 /90 /90 /0 /135 /90 /90 /45 /135 /45 /90 /45 /90 /90 /90 /90 /90 /90 /45 /90 /90

/135 /90 /45 /90 /0 /0
1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0

1 1 0 1 1 0
/135 /0 /45 /90 /90 /0 /451 0 0 0 1 1 0

Stiffeners:0 /0 /0 /0 /90 /45 /0 /0 /0 /0 /0 /135 /0 /0 /90 /0 /0 /45 /45 /135 /135 /90 /0 /90 /0

/0 /45 /0 /
1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0

0 0 1
0 /0 /45 /90 /135 /0 /45 /0 /0 /0 /0 /135 /0 /1351 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1
Ribs:135 /45 /0 /45 /90 /1 1 1 1 1 -45 /0 /451 1 1

Fig. 14. FE analysis results of GA optimized model (a) Tsai-Wu FI distribution, (b) Deflection (mm) plot.
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Therefore, to strengthen the ribs against buckling, ±[ 45]2 plies were
added to the ribs laminates. The final laminates, formed after deleting
near zero thickness plies; addition of plies for strengthening against
buckling and readjustment of two plies so as to have± 45 plies on the
outer layer of laminate, are given in Table 11. The introduction of
additional plies made the structure airworthy against buckling with the
increase in weight from 489 kg to 501 kg, which is 2.5% of the total
weight. The FE analysis results of laminated set of Table 11 are given in
Fig. 16. It indicates that after optimization and necessary readjustment
of some plies, the structure is safe from strength and buckling points of
view, along with its D within the acceptable limit.

5.5. Ply distribution in optimal laminate

The ply distribution details of the readjusted laminae for the lami-
nates in panels, spar webs and flanges and stiffeners are presented in
Table 12. A closer look into the ply distribution indicates that the
maximum number of plies acquire alignment along the loading direc-
tion. It is well known that the wing panels and stiffeners are pre-
dominantly loaded due to bending and they experience tension/com-
pression load. Therefore, after optimization almost 50–60% plies get
oriented with 0° direction in these laminates. Similarly, almost 60%
plies of spar web adopted orientation of± 45° as webs predominantly
take care for shear load coming over the wing surface. However, spar
flanges showed more plies in 90° orientation because they have to

transfer torsional loads as well. Thus, this ply distribution in relation to
the load bearing, as mentioned, is another good indicator that proposed
GA works well.

5.6. Effect of mutation percentage

The mutation plays an important role to bring in variety in strings
by altering the bits during GA optimization. A small study is carried out
to determine the effect of mutation percentage on the optimization

process. The plots forTw with FI and D for different mutation percentage
X for first 990 FE submissions are shown in Fig. 17. Introducing a small
deviation (1%) in string-bits, brings in new strings with almost similar
characteristics as of its parent. Therefore, solution is likely to stuck in
local optima, which is evident in Fig. 17a. When mutation value is in-
creased to 10% the convergence became faster (Ref. Fig. 17b). In this
case, the solution searches global optima at a faster rate compared to
previous case.

The larger values of mutation introduce major change in a string in
single shot, which leads to loss of good characteristics of parent strings
and therefore, formation of new good-strings becomes difficult. The
situation is equivalent to no-mutation as most of the new strings formed
in mutation got rejected. Therefore, the same set of parent strings keep
on participating in crossover, due to which we see repeated patterns in
Fig. 17c and d for FI and D plots. The situation is termed as premature
convergence which can be recognized as repeated-patterns and can be
avoided by the choice of moderate value of mutation.

Remark: The current study has been carried out for the most critical
wing loading case. However, after small modifications to this algo-
rithm, the optimizer can be used to optimally strengthen the structure
for other/combined load cases as well. In that case, the optimizer may
add plies to the structure to suffice for the D and first ply FI accept-
ability criteria as depicted by flow diagram in Fig. 18.
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+1.000e+00

Step: Step−2
Mode         5: EigenValue =   1.2356
Primary Var: U, Magnitude

X

Y

Z

PANEL BUCKLING

Fig. 15. Buckling analysis modes (a) Initial modes (b) Higher modes.

Table 10
Comparison of FE output with GA results

Parameter GA Parameter
(Fig. 13a)

FE Analysis of Table 9
laminates

% difference

First Ply FI 0.99 0.97 2.02
D (mm) 868.9 869.1 0.02
Weight (kg) 489.6 486.5 0.63

Table 11
Readjusted laminate details

Top/Bottom Panel ± − −[ 45/90 /0 /90/0 /45/ 45/0/90/0/45/90 /45/0/45/90 /0/ 45/0/0]S2 2 9 2 2
Spar Web ± − − − − − −[ 45/ 45 /0/ 45/0 /45 /0/ 45/90/45/90/ 45/0 / 45 /90/45/90/ 45 ]S3 2 2 2 2 2
Spar Flange ± ∓ − − −[ 45/90 / 45/90 /45/0/90/ 45/0 /45/90/0/90 /45 /90/45/90 /45/90/ 45/90 /0/ 45/90

/0]S

4 2 2 5 2 5 2

Stiffeners ± − ± −[ 45/0 /90/0 /45 / 45/90/0 / 45/0/45/0 / 45 ]S9 2 2 3 4 2
Ribs ± −[ 45 /0/45/90/ 45/0/45]S3
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6. Conclusions

The present study focuses on weight minimization of laminated
wing torsion box structure by alteration of ply orientations and deleting
non-contributing plies using GA. The reference outer geometry of wing

was taken from DLR-F6 aircraft, while its internal structure was de-
signed based on the basic formulations of aircraft structural design for
aircraft’s design all up weight requirement. To optimize wing panels,
spars, webs and stiffeners a single-objective fitness function was de-
signed as a combination of multi-objective design criterion. The fitness
function connects wing tip deflection, first ply failure index (based on
Tsai-Wu criterion) and assembly weight design criterion to a single
platform with the use of weight factors and scaling factors for optimi-
zation. The choice of weight factors in fitness function was based on
series of Pareto fronts obtained from the 3D scatter plots of feasible
solutions. The GA based optimization algorithm for minimization of
fitness function was developed in MATLAB and submitted to ABAQUS/
CAE for function evaluations. The GA chromosomes participating in
optimization have been defined to have ply orientation and ply-

Fig. 17. Effect of mutation percentage X( ) on convergence (a) =X 1% (b) =X 10% (c) =X 25% (d) =X 50%.

Fig. 16. Readjusted laminate analysis result plots (a) First ply FI (b) Deflection (mm) (c) Buckling mode.

Table 12
Ply orientation distribution of Plies in WTB Laminae

Orientation 0° (90° ± 45°

Number (%) of Plies in Panels 34 (51) 16 (24) 16 (24)
Number (%) of Plies in Spar Webs 12 (23) 8 (15) 32 (61)
Number (%) of Plies in Spar Flange 12 (14) 46 (54) 26 (30)
Number (%) of Plies in Panel Stiffeners 38 (61) 4 (6) 20 (32)
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existence information within laminate. The individual laminate defi-
nition was updated as outcome of the present study.

The following are the key conclusions that can be drawn from the
present study.

(a) The fitness function for GA optimization was established to mini-
mize the assembly weight using scaling factors and a weight vector.
The scaling factor normalizes the design criterion while the weight
vector prioritizes them during optimization. In the present problem,
the weight vector priority was in such a manner that assembly
weight reduction should be done only when other design para-
meters are within design allowable limits. However, incorrect se-
lection of weight vector showed that the algorithm can bring down
assembly weight but at the cost of violation of design limits. This
indicates that the selection of weight vector plays very important
role towards the solution convergence.

(b) The 3D plots between design criteria showed that the problem has
convex Pareto front under different choices of weight vectors. The
Pareto front was found to be emerging from the point on bottom
most parallel plane of D and FI axes. The frontal shape of 3D plot
was essentially convex as this problem was about minimization of a
single objective, while other two objectives have to be within de-
sign allowable limits irrespective of minimization. Therefore, the
weight vector selection must be based on a posteriori articulation
for such structural design problems.

(c) The LSS decides the sequence of laminate selection during optimi-
zation based on maximum value of FI. The LSS breaks the sequen-
tial flow of the process and guides the solution sequence to the
laminate where FI criterion is getting violated. The violation of FI
frequently occurs during optimization as there is large difference in
strength and elastic modulus with fiber orientation.

(d) The optimization brought out new laminates of lesser weight which
are structurally strong and in compliance with set stiffness cri-
terion. The laminated structure when compared with its metallic
counterpart, showed almost 599 kg (that is, about 54%) reduction
in weight.

(e) The application of GA which governed FE solutions for multi-ob-
jective multi-laminate wing optimization, emerged as a highly ef-
fective tool and showed almost 201 kg (29%) of structural weight
reduction and 30% less number of plies when compared to an initial
quasi-isotropic laminated structure.

(f) The optimal laminate indicates that almost 50–60% ply orientations
for panel, stiffener laminates are principally aligned to take care of
tensile loads due to wing bending and that of the spar-web lami-
nates are principally aligned to take care of shear loads. Therefore,
present analysis suggests that without doing optimization one can
use 50% plies in-line with principal load direction for panels, stif-
feners and spar-web, while the spar-flange material has 50% plies
with 90° orientation from the bending axis.

(g) A careful choice of percentage of mutation is very important in
deciding convergence rate of GA optimization process. The low
value (1–2%) of mutation leads to local optima. On the other hand,
high value (25–50%) of mutation damages the entire good char-
acteristics of the parent strings. Thus the new-string becomes un-
acceptable in iterative process and solution leads to a pre-matured

convergence state. In present study, 10% mutation was found to be
a reasonable choice after a series of initial solutions.

(h) The time requirement for FE analyses on a medium range compu-
tational facility for present study was found to be minimal with use
of structured global mesh. Therefore, with well structured global
mesh along with GA, one can do optimization of large multi-lami-
nated aerospace structural problems in a pragmatic time line.
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